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The most efficient process available today for cutting
LASER - Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radion.

Process selection bubble diagram depicts Laser Cutting for High
precision and thinner plates for ferrous and non-ferrous material.
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Global Controller
- Built in Germany for the world,
over 8000 units successfully running.
- PC based CNC controller, integrated
super PLC feature.
- Modern operating interface based on
Microsoft.net technology
- Ethercat bus system, function module
configuration mode, cutting process
reliable and convenient.
- Fully net-work compatible, capable to
connect project to production
departments for data communication.
- Compact panel with big touch screen
and friendly HMI, operation is more
convenient.
- Controller design built with Messer's
120 years of experience in advanced
thermal cutting.
- Unlimited possibilities of powerful
features.
- Future ready to adopt for IOT (Internet
of Things) and Industry 4.0 Protocol.
- Remote Diagnostic compatible.
- Production monitoring systems easily
implementable.
- Error display and self diagnostic.
- Laser process continuous monitoring
on real time basis.

Reliable Laser Power Source
- Messer Cutting Systems globally
Co-operates with world leader of fiber
laser manufacturer IPG Germany.
- Ethernet Communication.
- Easy-to-use.
- Extremely Energy efficient from
electrical input to laser power output.
- Real-time monitoring ports.
- Extremely robust design and
hermetically sealed laser unit.
- High quality optic fiber cable from IPG
delivers efficient laser power.

Laser Cutting Head
- High performance Precitec Germany
laser head.
- Appropriate head selected from the
range depending on the application and
laser power.
- Available in manual focusing, motorised
auto focusing.
- Messer has the well trained service
personnel to even handle the laser
head service on site as a part of entire
installation.

Extremely Safe Laser Enclosure
- High quality and safe enclosure design
in Germany.
- Laser safety Class 1 (according to
DIN EN 60825-1).
- Completely enclosed machine housing
for highest safety for the process
and operator.
- Interlocked door with laser glass for
safe viewing of the process.
- Easy access for operation and service.
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Extremely Reliable Motion System
- Messer uses worlds best Rexroth AC
servo drives and motors.
- Ethernet Powerlink Communication
between controller and drives.
- Backlash free, High speed Alpha
Germany gear box.
- Extremely reliable and long life Gudel,
Swiss Helical pinion and rack system.
- Precision machine base and high speed
gantry mounted Rexroth Linear Motion
(LM) guideways gives extremely high
precision and smooth motion .
- With high speed & high acceleration
machine delivers top class performance .

Top Class Gas Control System
- Messer uses its gas control knowledge
of 120years right from cylinder to the
laser nozzle.
- Its German regulators and flowmeter
control the gases at the input efficiently.
- Messer uses best in the class Hoerbiger
Germany gas supply control valve
system.
- This system efficiently controls flow,
pressure of all the cutting gases
Oxygen, Nitrogen & Air very effectively
rendering extremely sharp, fine cuts
with high surface finish.

User Friendly and Efficient Software
- Messer Germany developed OmniWin
is a simple, clear and fast designing
nesting software, which adapts
intelligently to your machine and your
cutting needs.
- It takes over all cutting tasks for
order-based production with CNC
thermal cutting machines of all types.
- OmniWin family is effective and
economical for small production runs
in the machine and manufacturing
industry, as well as in just-in-time
manufacturing with changing
quantities at custom cutting operations.
- You save time and materials and work
with easy operations.
- OmniWin software is the ideal tool for
production planning with thermal
cutting for oxyfuel, plasma and laser
cutting with CNC machines so, one
single nesting programmer can handle
all the machine on your shop floor.
- Manages parts and plate quantity
automatically.
- Import dialogues allows drawings with
DXF, DWG, DWF or IGES etc formats
quickly and easily entered to be
modified or cleaned up.
- Intellegent path for Laser head
collision prevention.
- Manipulator tool for interactive nesting.
- Integrated report design for nesting
plan and part report gives clear cut
understanding of plate size
requirements, efficiency of cut and
remnant plate.
- Automatic multiple stitches for
distortion control.
- Integrated unfolding for bending and
rolling machine application.

Specification
Technical Data (dimension in mm)
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Description
Model

3015

4020

6020

Working area (mm)

3015 x 1525

4020 x 2025

6025 x 2025

Positioning accuracy

0.03 mm/m

Repeatability accuracy

0.01 mm/m

Axis speed

100 m/min

Simultaneous

140 m/min

Acceleration

1G/ 1.5G

Changeover table

Standard

Max load of worktable

750kg

1300kg

1900kg

Weight of machine

10T

14T

Dimension (LxWxH)

9000x3000x2100

11500x3550x2100

19T
15000x3700x2100

The above mentioned sizes are most commonly used machine in the industry.
However other sizes can be custom built to suite specific requirement.
Max. Cutting Thickness
Fiber laser power

500W

1000W

2000W

3000W

4000W

6000W

Mild steel

6mm

10mm

16mm

22mm

25mm

25mm

Stainless steel

3mm

6mm

8mm

12mm

15mm

20mm

Aluminum alloy

2mm

4mm

8mm

12mm

15mm

20mm

The capabilities of individual laser are shown above pertain to Indian material, Indian gases and Indian working conditions.
The quality obtained for those thicknesses are subject to prevalent practices and customer applications suitability.
Please consult Messer laser specialist to select correct laser power.
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High Quality Output
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Cutting Sample from this system

- Higher total efficiency of the fiber Laser, over 35%
(CO2 Laser efficiency 10%).
- Higher cutting speed.
- Low running cost per meter cut.
- Easy beam delivery through optic fiber.
- No mirrors and complex optics.
- Low maintenance costs.

Mild Steel, 3 mm

- High reliability.
- Variable power usage with least loss in beam
quality.
- No Laser gases required.
- Robust guiding CNC systems to extract best
cutting output from the laser.

Mild Steel, 10 mm

Aluminium, 8 mm

Mild Steel, 8 mm

Stainless Steel, 3 mm

Aluminium
Laser Marking, 8 mm

The descriptions, technical data and illustrations contained in this document are provided for guidance purposes only and are non-binding. The manufacturer reserves the right to make alterations to products without notices.
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